The National Anthem of Ukraine

Latin characters

Shche ne vmerla Ukrayiny, ni slava, ni volya,
Shche nam, bratty a molodiyi, usmikhnet’sya dolya.
Zhinut’ nashi vorizhen’ki, yak rosa na sotsxi,
Zapanuyem i mi, bratty a, u svoi y storontsi.

Dushu y tilo mi polo zhim za nashu svobodu
I pokazhem, shcho mi, bratty a, kozats’koho rodu.

English translation

The glory and freedom of Ukraine has not yet perished
Luck will still smile on us brother-Ukrainians.
Our enemies will die, as the dew does in the sunshine,
and we, too, brothers, we'll live happily in our land.

We'll not spare either our souls or bodies to get freedom
and we'll prove that we brothers are of Kozak kin.
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